
Whiskey & Spirits
We have over 160 whiskies on our list. 

There’s sure to be something to tickle your fancy! 
 

Also listed is our extensive spirits menu.

“The light music of  whiskey falling into glasses made an agreeable interlude”

     - James Joyce

*All spirits subject to availability 
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Irish Malt Whiskies
Irish whiskies can be characterised by their smooth taste of  honeyed malt 

and barley , which is partly a result of  their triple distillation process.  



Old Midleton Distillery, County Cork 

Midleton Barry Crockett Legacy 65
Introduced in 2011 as part of  the relaunched range of  pot still whiskies and named after Midleton’s master 
distiller. Sweet aromas of  honey and vanilla are followed by notes of  rich, spicy cinnamon and dried fruit.

Midleton Very Rare 2021 68
The 2021 edition of  Midleton Very Rare was the first to bear the signature of  Kevin O’Gorman, who used 
a combination of  single pot still and grain whiskeys to make it, drawn from ex-bourbon barrels.

Midleton Very Rare 2023 58
The 2023 release was composed by master distiller Kevin O’Gorman who, after months of  exploration, 
selected a range of  pot still and single-grain Irish whiskeys matured in lightly charred bourbon casks. 

Redbreast Lustau 25
Rich infusion of  dark fruits, prunes, dates and figs with liquorice, marzipan, toasted oak and spices. 

Redbreast 12yo 22
A complex nose of  spicy fruit with toasted wood noted and an assertive palate of  spice and barley.

Redbreast 12yo Cask Strength 35
Adored for its spicy, toffee apple and buttery vanilla notes.

Redbreast 15yo 30
At first, an austere, peppery spice makes its presence well known, but is contrasted with sweet oak, fresh 
apple and mango.

Redbreast 21yo 60
One of  the oldest members of  the Redbreast family. Matured in a mixture of  bourbon barrels and first fill 
Oloroso sherry casks.

Redbreast 27yo    100/200
This single pot still whiskey has been triple distilled, then matured in a brilliant combination of  bourbon, 
sherry and Ruby Port casks. A complex whiskey packed full of  spices, dark jammy fruit and mature wood.
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Old Midleton Distillery, County Cork 

Method & Madness Single Grain 15
A classic toffee aroma, with a touch of  black pepper, floral notes and pencil shavings.

Method & Madness Pot Still 20
Initial blast of  sweet fruit, honey and orange peel, finishing with a hit of  citrus and cinnamon.

Method & Madness Single Malt 22
Fresh and fruity, featuring notes of  aromatic peach and melon. Background florals, a biscuit sweetness to taste.

Jameson Caskmates 14
New release from Jameson. Subtle touches of  hops, cocoa beans, marzipan and charred oak. There is a 
long, sweet, milk chocolate and butterscotch finish.

Jameson Caskmates IPA    16
The second release of  the Caskmates range, this time finished in IPA casks, adding a distinct hoppy flavour, 
complimenting the whiskies natural fruity character. Hints of  citrus, floral notes and a balanced bitterness.

Jameson Black Barrel 17
A triple distilled, twice charred, one of  a kind whiskey. On the nose there are hints of  butterscotch and 
toffee fudge, with a rich, toasted wood and vanilla finish. Can be enjoyed neat or on the rocks.

Paddy   16 
A triple distilled blended Irish whiskey produced in Cork and made, unusually, with all three styles of  Irish 
whiskey: single pot still, single malt and grain. First produced in 1779, it wasn’t until 1913 that it changed 
its name to “Paddy” after legendary salesman Paddy Flaherty. Before that it had the rather catchy name of  
“Cork Distilling Company Map of  Ireland Old Irish Whiskey”.
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Old Midleton Distillery, County Cork 

Green Spot 28
Spicy yet soft on the palate. Gentle bourbon oak and young, green wood comes from the maturation in a 
combination of  first and second fill bourbon casks as well as sherry casks.

Green Spot Château Leoville Barton 30
Finished in ex-Bordeaux wine casks, introducing crisp woodland to the spicy single pot still character.

Green Spot Château Montelena 30
Finished in casks that previously held Zinfadel wine from Château Montelena, Napa Valley, California.

Yellow Spot 35
Described by whiskey writer Jim Murray as “unquestionably one of  the world’s greatest whiskies”, it has 
been aged for 12 years and matured in Malaga casks for a sweet finish.

Red Spot    70
A 15 year old single pot still whiskey, comprised of  three different whiskies aged separately then blended. 
One is matured in Oloroso sherry casks, one in bourbon casks, and the final is initially aged in bourbon 
casks before switching to Marsala wine barrels.

Blue Spot    80
Blue Spot Irish whiskey disappeared from our shelves back in the 1960s, but we are very happy to say 
that Blue Spot is back! Mitchell & Son has relaunched Blue Spot as a triple distilled 7 year old single pot 
still Irish whiskey, drawn from a combination of  bourbon, sherry and Madeira casks, bottled up at cask 
strength. An immensley flavoursome expression, with huge pot still character to it.  

Gold Spot   100/200
Matured for 9 years in a selection of  ex-bourbon barrels, ex-sherry butts, ex-Bordeaux wine casks and Port 
Pipes. Complex, vibrant flavours, brimming with exotic fruits and a silky smooth texture.



The West Cork Distillery, County Cork

West Cork Bourbon Cask    13
Aged in bourbon casks, a light blend of  grain and malt whiskies that has vanilla notes and a fruity finish.

The Pogues 14
A collaboration between The Pogues and West Cork Distillers. It is said to have the highest malt content 
of  any blended Irish whiskey which is reflected in the sweet malty and toffee nose. A touch of  dark 
chocolate and peachy fruit on the palate, and a fudge and vanilla finish.

Blacks Brewery & Distillery, County Cork 

Blacks - Black OPS Blended Whiskey 14
Toffee and ginger on the nose, well balanced flavours of  vanilla, toffee and fruit on the palate, with a 
lightly smoky and sherry finish.

Hyde Whiskey Distillery, County Cork

Hyde No.4 Presidents Cask 18
A 6 year old single malt Irish whiskey, released as part of  the Hyde range.  The No.4 Presidents cask 
expression has enjoyed a finishing period in casks that previously were home to some tasty rum, and have 
imparted notes of  zesty tropical fruit and exotic spices to the whiskey.

Hyde No.5 The Áras Cask 18
6 year old Irish single grain whiskey from the Hibernia Distillers Hyde range. This particular expression, 
No.5 Aras Cask, was finished in casks which previously held Burgundy wine, imparting a distinct sweetness 
to the whiskey.

Hyde 8yo Cask Strength    25
A limited edition from Hibernia Distillers - it’s a cask strenth single grain Irish whiskey wihch was triple 
distilled and non-chilled filtered. That natural cask strength sits of  59% ABV may pack a punch, so you 
can always add water or, if  you’re feeling adventurous, some ginger ale and a slice of  orange.

Some whiskies are offered 15ml/30ml
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Teeling Distillery, County Dublin

Teeling Small Batch 15
This small batch whiskey has been matured in rum casks for added spice and it has satisfying hints of  vanilla. 
Overall it is a deliciously creamy, spicy and rich blend.

Teeling Single Grain 16
This unique single grain Irish whiskey is matured in Californian Cabernet Sauvignon casks, adding a 
delicious sweetness into the mix along with a good hit of  spice. Definitely one to try!

Teeling Single Malt    18
An elegant expression. Teeing’s single malt contains whiskeys aged for up to 23 years, which have been 
matured in a range of  different wine casks including sherry, port, Maderia, white Burgundy and Cabernet 
Sauvignon, resulting in a layered, rich and spicy whiskey.

The Liberties Distillery, County Dublin

The Dead Rabbit 15
Brown sugar and hints of  apricot on the nose, followed by caramel and vanilla on the palate. Nutmeg, 
coffee, macadamia and lingering fruit notes can also be detected on the palate. Black pepper finish.

The Liberties Copper Alley 15
Sherried peels, custard creams and cinnamon on the nose. Dark chocolate, raisin and walnut on the palate, 
finishing in sugared almonds.

The Liberties Oak Devil 17
Notes of  toasted almond, cherry, honey and woody spice on the nose. Subtle hints of  sultana, vanilla and 
pepper, all leading to a finish of  milk chocolate and burnt malt loaf.
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John’s Lane Distillery, County Dublin 

Powers Gold Label 16
This whiskey of  superior quality with its distinctive pot still, spicy and honeyed flavour. Triple distilled and 
matured in specially selected American oak casks for richness and complexity.

Powers 3 Swallows 18
The 3 Swallows release is a modern take on the original taste of  Powers Whiskey - a nod to the early days 
of  John’s Lane Distillery. This quintessential style of  whiskey is exclusive to Ireland, and is made from a 
mash of  malted and unmalted barley, then triple distilled in traditional copper pot stills.

Powers John Lane 26
A single pot still release. This one has been matured in a combination of  Bourbon and Olorosso sherry 
casks. Named after the distillery where it was first made, now sadly closed.
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Bushmills Distillery, County Antrim

Bushmills Blackbush 14 
Blended single malts matured in Oloroso sherry casks, full flavoured and slightly spicy.

Bushmills 10yo 16
A rich, smooth single malt with vanilla and honey notes.

Bushmills 16yo 30
Matured in 3 different types of  cask, each of  which has contributed extra nuances to this classic Irish malt, 
perfect for drinking at any time of  the day.

Bushmills Port Cask 32
Rich aroma of  red apple on the nose, followed by hints of  honey and cinnamon on the palate. A burst of  
red berries appear on the finish.

Bushmills 21yo 50
Rich aroma of  toffee, honey and fruit notes. Stone fruit on the palate with a sweet and elegant finish.

The Sexton Single Malt 14
A triple distilled whiskey that has been aged in Oloroso sherry casks, with hints of  dried fruits, marzipan 
and dark chocolate.
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Walsh Whiskey Distillery, County Carlow

The Irishman Single Malt 20
Triple distilled and aged in both bourbon and sherry casks for over 10 years before bottling. On the palate 
there are hints of  peaches and cream that give you a long lasting finish, really a superb whiskey.

The Irishman ‘Founders Reserve’ 18
This well rounded and finely balanced whiskey goes down a treat. It gives you hints of  ripe fruits and 
vanilla on the palate with a long finish.

The Irishman 12yo 24
Chocolate at first on the nose, switching to banana and apple. Upon tasting there are dates, hazelnuts and 
floral notes. Black pepper and apple again on the finish.

Writers Tears Pot Still 16
A unique pot still with traditional spiced ginger and green apple flavours hidden in honey milk chocolate

Writers Tears ‘Red Head’ 18 
This exquisite, triple distilled single malt has been matured only in selected handpicked sherry butts, which 
has been reflected in its rich, ruby red hue - delicious!

Writers Tears Double Oak 20
Aged in both American oak from Kentucky and French oak Cognac casks from the French Allary Cooperage 
gives this whiskey a beautiful spiced and stewed orchard fruit aroma on the nose, with juicy stone fruit and 
lychee on the palate and a finish of  rich and aromatic dark chocolate.

Writers Tears Marsala Cask Finish 24
Aged in American oak bourbon casks, afterwards it is finished in Marsala hogsheads from the Florio 
winery in Sicily.  Beautifully syrupy Marsala aromas to the nose, with a toffee apple and toasted nuts to the 
palate, tropical notes to finish.

Writers Tears Cask Strength 28 
Only 2640 bottles worldwide - this limited edition is definitely one to try! Sweet and powerful with some 
charred oak adding a warm, peppery spice.
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Cooley Distillery, County Louth

Connemara Peated Single Malt 20 
Balanced nose of  heather, honey and peat, finishing with intesnse oak notes.

The Wild Geese Classic Blend 15
A light balance of  sweet fruits with gentle grains ending in a drizzle of  honey and squeeze of  citrus fruits

Riverstown Dundalk, County Louth

The Tyrconnell Single Malt 13
Fresh, malty taste with a dry finish.

Slane Distillery, County Meath

Slane 14 
Spicy at first but quickly sweetened with rich caramel, vanilla and butterscotch. There is a deep layer of  
dried fruit.

The Old Kilbeggan Distillery, County Westmeath

Killbeggan Blended Irish Whiskey 14 
Matured in oak casks with a smooth finish from the oldest licensed distillery in the world!
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Tullamore, County Offaly

Knappogue Castle 12yo 20
Entry is balanced, focused and integrated. Mid palate has delicate tastes of  marshmallow, brown sugar, 
vanilla and marzipan.

Tullamore Dew 14
A spicy yet mild malted blend with a short finish of  nuts and lingering vanilla notes.

Glendalough Distillery, County Wicklow

Glendalough Pot Still    15 
This pot still whiskey uses a combination of  malted and un-malted Irish barely. Matured in bourbon casks 
and then finished for a year in Irish virgin oak casks which shows in a lot of  green, woody notes to this 
otherwise very creamy whiskey. 

Blackwater Distillery, County Waterford

Retronaut 17yo Single Malt 50
Hints of  vanilla cream and honey on the nose. A strong oak flavour at first taste, later subsiding into a sweet 
and woody finish.

Dingle Distillery, County Kerry 

Dingle Single Malt 30
Distinct fruitiness of  strawberry and rhubarb on the nose. At first taste is fresh strawberries and dried 
fruits, leaves a finish of  dark chocolate and brown sugar.

Dingle Single Malt - Batch NO.5 55
This expression, distilled on the south-west coast of  Ireland, was matured in a combination of  bourbon, 
Pedro Ximénez sherry and Madeira wine casks.

Dingle Samhain Small Batch 45
This triple distilled single malt Irish whiskey from Dingle distillery was matured in bourbon casks before 
enjoying a Muscatel cask finish, imparting some floral and fruit notes tot the silky whiskey at its core. This 
limited-edition expression is named Samhain, in celebration of  the celtic festival which marks the start of  
winter, and is certainly one to enjoy on cold, wintery nights.
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Scottish Whiskies
Characterised by their distinct smokiness and quite often pungent 

aromas of  peat. Scottish Whiskies can be grouped into 3 categories:                                                
Single Malts, Blended Malts & Vatted Malts.



Highlands

Dalwhinnie 15yo ‘Meeting Place’    15
A sweet and soft heather nose followed with deep citrus and malted bread flavours.

Dalwhinnie 30yo    90/180
Spicy on the nose alongside honey and caramel. A huge hit of  of  spicy, peppery oak on the palate, 
finishing in dried fruit and vanilla.

Edradour 10yo Distillery Edition 20
Deep amber gold. Vanilla malt, hints of  oatmeal and soft spice on the nose. Light entry featuring gentle 
spiciness follwoed by subtle orchard fruit and shortbread aftertaste. 

Royal Brackla 12yo    35
Hints of  ginger, apple and almond on the nose, spices and raisin on the palate and a beautiful chocolate finish

Royal Lochnagar 16yo    75
Matured in American oak and European oak refill casks, resulting in an expression that shows off  a fresh, 
vibrant flavour profile.

Glendronach 12yo    18
Raisin, cinnamon and caramelised sugar on the nose, hints of  marmalade and dried fruits on the palate, 
smoky toffee and nut brittle on the finish.

Glendronach 21yo    40
Aged in a mix of  sherry casks - Oloroso and sweet Pedro Ximénez dessert sherry.

Glenmorangie Signet    70 
Chocolate raisins, sugared peels and toasted spices on the nose. Sweet, syrupy cinnamon with a hint of  
citrus, lychees and dates on the palate. A beautiful dry finish with a subtle hint of  truffle.

Glenmorangie ‘Extremely Rare’ 18yo   25                                                                                
Honey, malt and floral scents. Dates and figs emerge in the background with a hint of  wood smoke.

Glenmorangie 12yo ‘Nector d’Or’    20                                                                                  
Well balanced, sweet and citrus on the nose, matured in bourbon and French casks.

Glenmorangie 10yo    15                                                                                                          
Rich notes of  lemon and apple on the nose with a taste of  vanilla and toffee.

Highland Park 12yo    20                                                                                                             
A unique smooth, balanced single malt with a full, rich flavour and a gentle finish.
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Highlands

Aberfeldy 12yo    15                                                                                                                
Sweet and malty. A gentle peat, with a hint of  citrus on the finish.

Aberfeldy 21yo    35                                                                                                                
Hints of  honey and fruits on the nose, smooth on the palate, hints of  vanilla, slightly smoky, finishes with 
notes of  stone fruit and honey. 

anCnoc Peatheart    50                                                                                                     
Peatheart once again offers up marvelous waves of  BBQ-style smoke and earthy richness, brilliantly 
balanced by zesty tropical fruit.

Clynelish 12yo    65
A fascinating special release from Clynelish, which moves away from the distillery’s classic waxy profile in 
favour of  the rich, spicy and darkly delicious world of  sherry cask maturation. Specifically, this 12 year old 
whisky was finished in Pedro Ximinéz and Oloroso casks.

Western Highlands

Oban 14yo    18 
A well-known slightly smoky, dry palate is enhanced with a rich body of  autumn fruits and spice

Lowlands

Glenkinchie Distillers 12yo 18
A very aromatic and flowery whisky, overall it has a light and smooth palate with a beautiful herbal and 
slightly dry finish.

Cameronbridge 26yo 55/110
Aged in refill American oak cask to create something special. Bottled as “Cameron Bridge” - a nod to the 
fact that until the 1870s, the distillery was spelt as two words rather than one.
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Speyside

Benriach 10yo    20
Citrus, gingerbread and cinnamon on the nose, hints of  banana, brown sugar and barley on the palate, with 
lasting hints of  peppery malt and vanilla at the finish.

Cardhu 11yo    35
Fruity on the nose, hints of  crisp apple and boiled sweets throughout, beautiful peppery finish. 

Cardhu 14yo    50
This expression was initially aged in refill American oak casks, but following that, it was treated to a 
finishing period in red wine casks. This has helped to impart a subtle red fruit sweetness to the whisky, 
while keeping the Cardhu character at its core. 

GlenFarclas 15yo    45
A wonderfully sherried 15 year old dram from Glenfarclas, plenty of  dried fruit notes. It’s bottled at 46% ABV  
simply because this was the strength that George Grant’s grandfather preferred it at. Happily, this also 
results in the Speysider boasting a delicious Christmas cake profile.

Glenfarclas 25yo    55
Here we have an absolute classic Speysider from a long-time family-owned distillery. This 25 year old single 
malt from Glenfarclas spent its days in 100% Oloroso sherry casks. Its complex and delicately sherried, a 
whisky that’s sure not to disappoint. 

Glenfiddich 12yo    14
An elegantly rounded fresh whisky with subtle oak influences and notes of  pear and peat.

Glenfiddich 15yo    18
An intriguingly complex aroma. Sweet heather, honey and vanilla fudge, combined with rich dark fruits. 

Glenfiddich 18yo    24
Rich aromas of  oak and orchard fruits with a warm finish of  spice and apples.

Glenfiddich Fire & Cane    20
Peated single malt, finished for 3 months in South American rum casks. Soft peat notes on the nose, notes 
of  toffee & sweet fruits on the palate, with a sweet, smoky finish.
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Speyside

Mortlach 13yo    60
This expression from the distillery affectionately known as the Beast of  Dufftown was matured in a 
combination of  virgin and refill American oak casks, resulting in a particularly powerful flavour profile.

The GlenAllachie 10yo    20
Matured in American oak, Oloroso sherry and virgin oak casks, spicy and sweet to the nose, with a beautiful 
sweet and mellow taste.

The GlenAllachie 12yo    24
Sweet aromas of  honey, marzipan, bananas and butterscotch.

The GlenAllachie 18yo    26
Rich, robust whiskey, with layers of  vanilla, butterscotch, spice, raisins, heather, cherries and honey. 

The Glenrothes 10yo    15
Matured exclusively in sherry casks, boasting a sweet, fruity flavour profile, with beautiful hints of  vanilla, 
shortbread and lemon peel. 

The Glenrothes 18yo    50
This series was named after the process of  sun-drying grapes for the production of  sherry in Jerez, and 
as such you should expect plenty of  sherry notes throughout the range. This one features a very high 
proportion of  first-fill sherry seasoned oak cask matured whisky at its core.

The Singleton 19yo    50
This richly rewarding Singleton has shimmering aromas of  fruit and marzipan, while its sweet, luscious, 
rounded flavours seduce with their easy charm.

The Balvenie 12yo ‘Double Wood’    20
Traditional vanilla and honey nose backed by cinnamon spiciness, nutty sweetness and a delicate layer of  
sherry-like flavours.

The Balvenie 14yo Caribbean Cask   30
Initially aged in tradtional oak casks before it was finished in casks which previously held Caribbean rum, 
imparting some extra sweetness and warth to the whisky.

The Balvenie 14yo ‘The Week of  Peat’    35
Gentle sweet peat smoke, butterscotch and honey on the nose. Velvety to the taste with the peat smoke 
balancing citrus flavour and honey. Finishes with gentle smoke and creamy vanilla sweetness.
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Speyside

Cragganmore Single Malt    16
This Speyside malt has beautiful sweet-ish notes with a smoky malt on the finish.

Cragganmore 20yo    50
Fruity on the nose, hints of  apple coming through, sweet on the palate at first, opens out with hints of  
nuts and stone fruit, long and sweet finish, drawn out by orchard fruits.

Monkey Shoulder    14
Ripe on the nose with vanilla custard and a honeyed centre to taste.

Aultmore 12yo    18
A refreshing dram, with plenty of  vanilla, honey and citrus, alongside a touch of  grassiness.

Craigellachie 13yo    16
A lot of  dynamic fruit notes with a distinct smokiness through the middle.

The Macallan Edition 5    70
Toffee apple, poached pear, savoury hints of  sage. Clean citrus on the nose, walnut and macadamia on the 
palate. Butterscotch, cedar and lemon on the finish.

The Macallan 12yo Fine Oak    20
Matured in a selection of  American & European oak casks, this whiskey is seasoned with sherry flavour. Rich 
and sweet with a long finish.

The Macallan 12yo Double Cask    20
This scotch is rich, full of  strength and character, yet mild & smooth to the taste buds.

The Macallan 12 Sherry Oak    24
Crisp and sweet aromas of  sultanas and apple blossom on the nose, notes of  marmalade, sultanas & citrus 
peels on the palate, solid oaked notes on the finish.

The Macallan Rare Cask    60
This is the most diverse and intricate Macallan Whisky. A reinterpretation of  the classic profile achieved 
through the widest palette of  cask styles, 16 different cask styles individually.

The Macallan 18yo Sherry Cask    50/100
A marvellously sherried single malt from the legendary Macallan Distillery, which has been allowed to 
slumber soundly in hand-picked sherry seasoned casks all the way from Jerez.
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Isle Of Skye

Talisker 10yo    16
Nose of  maritime saltiness and peat smoke with an explosive pepper and smoke finish.

Talisker 11yo    45
This Talisker joins ‘Diageo’s 2022 Special Release’ line-up, following 11 years of  maturation in first-fill    
ex-bourbon casks. Deliciously sweet and fruit-forward, with all the classic layers of  pepper and coastal 
bonfire, this lightly peated offering fits right into the collection.

Talisker Port Ruighe    24
A wonderful no-age statement release, finished in Port wine casks, imparting a new dimension to this single malt. 

Talisker 8yo    25
Aged in ex Caribbean rum casks, balanced beautifully with smoke, fruit & peppery spice.

Talisker 18yo    30  
On the nose, this whisky is clean and fresh whilst the palate is rich, full bodied and gives along lasting finish. 
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Isle Of Islay

Ardbeg 10yo    16
Rich blackcurrant and blueberries, bitter almonds with espresso and star anise.

Ardbeg Traigh Bhan 19yo    50
19 years of  rest has given it plenty of  time for the flavour profile to deepen and develop. The name is a 
reference to the local Traigh Bhan beach on Islay, which is known as the Singing Sands.

Bowmore 12yo    14
A salty maritime nose balanced well by smoky heather and honey on the palate.

Bowmore 18yo    24
A beautiful creamy texture with soft fruit notes and a persistent smoky finish.

Bowmore 27yo    175/350
This is a 27 year old malt which has been released as part of  the Timeless Series. Matured initially in sherry 
and ex-bourbon casks for 15 years, and then moved over to first-fill Oloroso sherry butts for another 12 
years. Following that, the whisky was bottled up at cask strength.  A release of  3,000 bottles.

Port Charlotte 10yo    18
Salted caramel, orange peel and seaweed on the nose, smokey and salty at first on the palate, followed by 
sweeter notes of  custard creams. Grape, ginger snaps and smokey notes on the finish 

Bruichladdich ‘The Classic Laddie’    16
Sweet on the nose with hints of  honey, boiled sweets and orange. Hints of  apple, grape and cinnamon on 
the palate, with a honey and toffee finish.

Caol Ila 12yo    18
Intense and rich, with malted barley and gentle floral touches, overcome by smoky notes. 

Caol Ila Distillers Edition    35
Six months finishing in the sweet Moscatel dessert wine casks has resulted in a decidedly different Caol Ila. 
A complex and richly flavoured whisky that maintains a fine sweet/dry balance.
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Isle Of Islay

Laphroaig 10yo    16
Pungent nose of  peat smoke with a palate characterized by smoke, salt and intense peat.

Laphroaig Select Cask    20
Not as much punch of  smoke as other Islay whiskies, a introduction into the wonders of  Islay.

Lagavulin 8yo    16
A soothing light texture, sweet, smoky and warming, charred with minty dark chocolate.

Lagavulin 12yo    40
Aged in refill American oak casks, plenty of  smoky notes with a decent helping of  sweet and spicy notes. 

Lagavulin 16yo    24
Powerful peat and malted sweetness followed with complex dried peat and sherry notes.

Lagavulin 26yo    250/500
This expression has been fully matured in first-fill Pedro Ximénez and Oloroso sherry-seasoned casks, 
making for a flavour profile that boasts powerful peaty notes and intense sherried boldness.

Octomore 12.1    36
Boasting a characteristically peaty profile, produced with 100% Scottish barley and matured for five years 
in first-fill American whiskey casks before being bottled up at a hefty 59.3% ABV.

Octomore 12.2    50
You’re in for a peaty treat here. Initially aged in first and second-fill American whiskey casks but then 
finished in first-fill Sauternes wine casks.

Octomore 08.3    70
A late 2010 harvest resulted in a precious, small yield. Malting this Octomore grain produced results that 
were unprecedented - readings came back at 309.1ppm. Following a carefully controlled trickle distillation, 
Octomore 08.3 was matured in 56% first fill Bourbon casks, the remaining in ex-Burgundy casks.
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Scottish Blended Whiskies

Chivas Regal 12yo    14
A delightful nose of  orchard fruits and honeyed sweetness with a round and creamy palate of  ripe apples, 
vanilla and butterscotch.

Johnnie Walker XR 21yo    25 
A special edition release of  Johnnie Walker, this 21 year old expression was inspired by the blending notes 
of  Sir Alexander Walker. Featuring whisky from the extensive Johnnie Walker stocks, the XR 21 Year Old 
is even said to include whisky from the now-silent Brora distillery.

Dewars 12yo    13
Double aged in oak casks gives it rich flavour and exceptional smoothness.

Dewars 15yo    14
This is a product of  up to 40 different whiskies and is aged in ex-bourbon or ex-sherry before being 
blended all together in oak casks to marry the whisky.

Dewars 18yo    19
The 18 year old expression of  Dewar’s Blended Scotch is first aged in American oak before being blended 
and refilled into an oak vat to be rested for an extended period of  time. This allows all the flavours to 
marry its complex and nuanced flavours.

Dewars 25yo    50
Dewar’s 25 Year Old Signature is made exclusively with malt and grain whiskies matured for at least 25 
years, including a finishing period in casks from Royal Brackla.
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New World Whiskies - Japan

Yamazaki 12yo    60
A nose of  dried fruits, honey and a palate exhibiting a long dry wooden finish.

Hakushu 12yo    60
Evidence of  the Southern Japanese Alps, where this whiskey originates, are clearly apparent in this lightly 
smoky whiskey.

Hakushu Distiller’s Reserve    25
Both smoky and herbaceous, an excellent reflection of  what this distillery produces.

Hibiki 17yo    100
On the nose there are notes of  honey, oak and resin, with a long finish of  oak and cocoa.

Hibiki Harmony    24
This is a well-balanced blended whisky with a super smooth flavour and a light finish. This Japanese 
whisky leaves hints of  vanilla and caramel.

Nikka Taketsuru 12yo Pure Malt    22
Floral and balanced on the nose, a sweet and oily apple cider taste, with a hint of  cinnamon on the palate.
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New World Whiskies - Australia

Archie Rose X St. Ali Blasphemy Coffee Whiskey    16
The coffee notes have amplied our Single Malt whisky’s chocolate and specially roasted malts, and the 
result is an even richer and more expressive flavour profile than the sum of  its parts.  Blasphemy opens 
with notes of  stewed apples, plum jam and fresh berries, then follows through into creme caramel, roasted 
hazelnuts, amaretto and dark chocolate.

Lark Symphony    32
Crafted from a symphony of  complementary casks, Head Distiller Chris Thomson has expertly woven 
the complexity of  American oak bourbon with the balance of  sherry and heavier depth of  port to form 
a creamy, oily melody of  flavours; a malt whisky that’s full of  life from start to finish and carries the 
uncompromised signature of  Lark Whisky.

Lark Classic Cask    66
Very malty, spicy nose, notes of  dates, fig, sultana, hints of  nutmeg, cinnamon and black pepper, with a 
suggestion of  smoke. 

Lark Christmas Cask    60
Foral notes and bright profile, stand up perfectly to the intense fruitiness of  the cask. Bottled at 45% ABV 
for extra body and warmth - a drop of  Christmas in a glass!

Lark Chinotto Cask     70
Highland peat married with bitter sweet citrus cola; it’s a classic flavour with all the romance of  southern 
Italy. Bitter toffee and smoked orange roll off  the tongue with every sip.

Nant Bourbon Cask    40
Sharp and peppery flavours, balanced with honey and vanilla on the nose, dark fruits and malted oats on 
the palate, touch of  liquorice and maple syrup on the finish.

Nant Port Wood Single Cask    40
An immediate sense of  sweet fruits, followed by berries and rose petals, a blend of  allspice and sultanas on 
the palate, with a fruit filled sweetness, butterscotch and spices on the finish.
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New World Whiskies - Australia

Starward Nova VIC    20
Rich, but balanced. Hints of  toasted oak and fruit compote on the palate, sawdust and smooth milk 
chocolate on the finish.

Starward Two Fold VIC    20
Sweet notes of  banana, toffee, vanilla and cocoa. The sweetness is tempered by spices and delicate tannins, 
with hints of  dried banana and vanilla, beautiful smooth finish. 

Starward Solera    24
Sweet on the nose with hints of  rich caramel and toasted almonds. A rich palate of  toasted oak and fruit 
compote, milk chocolate finish.

Starward Fortis    26
Fruity and chocolatey on the nose, dried fruit and berries on the palate with an earthy finish. 

New World Whiskies - Canada

Crown Royal  Manitoba    14
A vanilla nose with hints of  pine nuts. A smooth vanilla custard and spiced cherry palate.

New World Whiskies - India

Amrut Peated Malt    20
A great peated offering from Indias Amrut, ‘From the land of  the Great Himalaya’s’.

Paul John Single Malt    25
Barley, citrus peel and green apple on the nose, honeyed oak and fruity on the palate, with a peaty and 
spicy finish.
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Gin - Ireland

Dingle Irish Gin Dingle    15

Drumshambo ‘Gunpowder’  Gin County Leitrim    15

Jawbox Belfast Gin Belfast    15

Jawbox Pineapple & Ginger Belfast    15

Jawbox Rhubarb & Ginger Belfast    15

Blackwater ‘Barrys Tea’ Gin County Waterford    15

Blackwater No.5 County Waterford   15

Blackwater ‘Wexford Strawberry’ County Waterford    15

Blackwater ‘Juniper’ Cask County Waterford    16                                                            

Method & Madness County Cork    15

Gin - England

Beefeater Pink  London    14.5

Bombay Sapphire London    15

Bombay Sapphire Premier Cru London    16

Bombay Presse London    15

Tanquery London    13.5

Tanquery No. Ten London    16

Whitley Neill ‘Parma’  London    15

Whitley Neill Raspberry  London    15

Whitley Neill Blood Orange  London    15

Whitley Neill Blackberry  London    15

Sipsmith  London   14.5

Fords  London   14

Spirits are offered 30ml
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Gin - Australia & New Zealand

Four Pillars Rare Dry Victoria    15

Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Victoria    15

Four Pillars Olive Leaf  Victoria    16

Four Pillars Yuzu Victoria    15

Archie Rose Australia New South Wales    15

Bass & Flinders Victoria    16

Brogans Way Everyday Salvation Victoria    15

Brogans Way Evening Light Victoria    15

Melbourne Gin Company Victoria     14

Tiny Bear ‘The Sailor’ Victoria    15

Tiny Bear ‘The Doctor’ Victoria    14

Forty Spotted Tassie Bush Honey Tasmania   15

Forty Spotted Raspberry & Rose Tasmania    15

Forty Spotted Classic Tasmania   15

Scapegrace Black  New Zealand    15

Spirits are offered 30ml
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Gin - Italian

Malfy Rosa Pink Grapefruit Italy    15

Malfy Con Limone Italy    15

Malfy Originale Italy    15

Malfy Blood Orange Italy    15

Gin - Scotland

Botanist Islay    15

Hendrick’s Girvan    15

Hendrick’s Midsummer Girvan    15

Hendrick’s Lunar Girvan    15

Gin - Germany

Monkey 47 Schwarzwald Forest    15

Spirits are offered 30ml
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Bourbon

Angels Envy Kentucky    18

Basil Hayden Kentucky    15

Jack Daniels L:ynchburg    13.5

Jack Daniels Fire L:ynchburg     15

Jack Daniels Honey  L:ynchburg    15

Jack Daniels Apple  L:ynchburg    15

Jack Daniels Gentlemen Jack  L:ynchburg    16

Jim Beam  Kentucky    13.5

Buffalo Trace  Kentucky    13.5

Makers Mark  Kentucky    14

Woodford Reserve  Kentucky    15

Russell Reserve  Kentucky    17

Wild Turkey  Laurenceburg    14

Wild Turkey American Honey  Laurenceburg    14

Spirits are offered 30ml
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Vodka

Smirnoff  Russia    13.5

Belverdere Poland    16

Grey Goose France    15

Ketel One Holland    13.5

Tequila

1800 Coconut Jalisco    15

El Jimador Reposado Jalisco    13.5

Patrón XO Café Jalisco    35

Patrón Silver Jalisco    15

Patrón Añejo Jalisco    18       

Patrón Reposado Jalisco    16

Don Julio Blanco Jalisco    15                                                                                              

Rum

Bacardi Carta Blanco Cuba    13.5

Havana Club Añejo Especial Cuba    15

Appleton Estate Jamaica    15

Captain Morgan Spiced Jamaica    13.5

Bundaberg  Queensland    13.5

The Kracken Spiced Trinidad    15

Sailor Jerry Spiced Rum Virgin Islands    15

Mount Gay Eclipse  Barbados    15

Malibu Coconut Rum  Barbados    13.5

Ron Zacapa 23yr old  Guatamala    16

Spirits are offered 30ml
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Brandy & Cognac

Hennessy VS France    16

Hennessy VSOP France    20

Black Bottle Brandy South Australia    14

Remy Martin VSOP France    17

Port & Sherry

Galway Pipe Port South Australia    15

Pedro Ximenez Sherry Spain    15
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